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With the world largest legal database, Legal Authority has built a reputation in helping new 
attorneys’ start their careers (or just giving attorneys a fresh start on their careers). ‘’Every attorney 
can benefit from using Legal Authority.’’ It doesn’t matter whether you are a law student, recent 
graduate or a seasoned legal attorney veteran. Therefore, since Legal Authority will help those 
who seek it, this gives Legal Authority the advantage over many legal job search sites in achieving 
greater success (not only Legal Authority’s but your success as well).

Legal Authority helps those in the legal field through targeted mailing. Contacting legal firms is 
necessary to obtain a legal job, thus, contacting as many legal firms as possible to increase your 
chances of becoming hired is absolutely essential. Legal Authority’s legal database consists of more 
than half a million legal employers throughout the Unites States and 150 other countries. The search 
is then narrowed down by matches your specific criteria such as practice, location, size or firm you 
are interested in. You will then receive a list from those you might consider taking a closer look at.

Legal Authority helps a potentially successful attorney with various services such as legal resume 
and legal cover letter critiques as well. A professional looking resume and cover letter is crucial 
in your success in obtaining interviews and your overall success in your attorney career. Everyone 
should have an opportunity to achieve some form of success in their lives (regardless of what career 
you are in). More than 500,000 legal employers use Legal Authority’s database.

Once you become a member of Legal Authority, you are given access to the most comprehensive 
legal database in existence. Legal Authority helps you save a significant amount of time by preparing 
or doing the ‘’dirty work’’ for you by assisting you in creating cover letters and resumes and 
providing you with an extensive list of legal firms who match your criteria. Why look for a legal job 
the hard way when Legal Authority is able to assist you every step of your legal career pursuit?

Legal Authority is not a mass mailing service but a targeted mailing service. What is the difference? 
Mass mailings are simple letters with a blanket statement to many different firms (this is not the 
most effective approach because you can expect only a couple responses in return). Targeted mailing 
letters are sent to a specific list of legal employers with common criteria such as size of firm, 
location and area of practice. Legal Authority takes pride in knowing that the research involved in 
this type of procedure separates Legal Authority from all attorney job sites.

You are also give additional bonuses when you become a member of Legal Authority such as Free 
Resume and Cover Letter Package from Attorney Resume, Free Perfect Legal Job Search Book, Free 
Attorney Resume Secrets Revealed, a Free downloadable MP3 created by Steve G. Jones who is an 
expert clinical hypnotherapist, and a free resume critique and free market evaluation.


